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Related Tossup/Bonus Round

No score will be taken, and read all the related bonus questions as tossups if related tossup is not answered correctly.

1. Ted Nudgegent (note spelling) portrays his companion while Rob Lowe is his young apprentice to the older Robert Wagner version. For ten points, name this villain of Austin Powers.
   ANSWER: Dr. Evil [Ted Nudgegent portrays Mr. Bigglesworth.]

BONUS. Answer these questions on inspirations for Austin Powers for ten points each.
   a. Vanessa Kensington and Felicity Shagwell wear skintight leather suits much like Emma Peel did on this television series made into a bad, bad film.
      ANSWER: The Avengers
   b. The horn-rimmed glasses worn by Austin are directly inspired by this spy created by Len Deighton and portrayed in a couple of 60's films by Michael Caine.
      ANSWER: Harry Palmer

2. Since January, he's been setting up his own record label, and helped pay his tuition bills thanks to a bonus from the Philadelphia Phillies. For ten points, name this athlete who sports a Mighty Mouse tattoo on his left bicep and a tongue stud who was the first pick of the New Orleans Saints in the NFL Draft and this past season's Heisman Trophy winner.
   ANSWER: Ricky Williams

BONUS. Name the teams that took these people in the 1999 NFL Draft for ten points each.
   a. Antoine Wingfield
      ANSWER: Buffalo/Bills
   b. Andy Katzenmoyer
      ANSWER: New England/Patriots

3. Among her acting credits were playing "Sophie" in an episode of "Cupid" and being the voice of a newborn in The Rugrats Movie. For ten points, name this singer who caught the attention of Ben Stiller with "Stay."
   ANSWER: Lisa Loeb

BONUS. For 10 points each, name these pop groups led by female singers from current hit songs.
   a. "Kiss Me"
      ANSWER: Sixpence None the Richer
   b. "No Scrubs"
      ANSWER: TLC
4. His film credits include Galen in *Dragonslayer*, Stingo in *Sophie's Choice*, Janosz Poha in *Ghostbusters II*, and David the angst-filled museum curator in *Bean*. For ten points, name this character who portrays John Cage on the TV series *Ally McBeal*.

ANSWER: Peter *MacNichol*

BONUS. Name the songs performed on an episode of *Ally McBeal* from the Ally clue for 10 points each.

a. John pumps up his psyche before dating Nelle in the second season by dancing to his song “You’re the First, the Last, My Everything.” He surprises John by a surprise visit on his 35th birthday.

ANSWER: *Barry White* [No, we are not going to have anyone try to do the Cage dance.]

b. In the episode “Boy to the World” on the first season, Jennifer Holliday sang this Randy Newman song at the funeral for an uncle of Richard Fish.

ANSWER: *“Short People”*

5. Born in British Columbia, he was raised in the Ottawa suburb of Nepean, where his dad worked as a Canadian bureaucrat. Runner-up to Tom Barrasso for the 1983 Calder Trophy and named captain by coach Jacques Demers at age of 21, he suffered through 14 seasons of playoff heartbreak before winning two straight Stanley Cups, the latter with the Conn Smythe trophy for playoff MVP. For ten points, name this Red Wings centerman and longest-serving captain in NHL history.

ANSWER: Steve *Yzerman*

BONUS. Identify these more graceful stars of the ice for ten points each.

a. He was the only man to win the men’s singles Olympic, World, US, European, and North American Figure Skating Championships in the same year in 1948. He’s better known as ABC’s commentator on any coverage of figure skating, as well as Dot’s color commentator as Yacko sings all the words in the English language.

ANSWER: Richard Totten “Dick” *Button*

b. This native of Fairfax, Virginia, finished third at the World Championships this year and is the reigning men’s singles US champion.

ANSWER: Michael *Weiss*

6. A recent album by Cameroon-native Henri Dikongu featuring upbeat yet sentimental songs, its title is also shared with the first track on UB40’s 1993 *Promises and Lies* album, an 1980’s hit by Robbie Nevil, and a single from the girl group B*Witched. For ten points, identify this phrase which in French means “That’s Life.”

ANSWER: *“C’est La Vie”*

BONUS. Answer the following questions about artists who recorded songs with French titles, but weren’t Celine Dion.

a. “Voulez Vous Danser?” is the tenth track on this Eurodisco group’s album “The Sign.”
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ANSWERS: **Ace of Base**

b. The phrase “Voulez vous couchez avec moi ce soir?” is repeated in this 70's disco song by La Belle.

ANSWER: “**Lady Marmelade**”

7. This band named its music publishing company “Are You There God It’s Me” Music and used an AC/DC lyric for the title of the album *American Thighs (Marty Fresh)*. For ten points, name this Chicago-based band that took its name from a little girl in the book *Charlie and the Chocolate Factory*.

ANSWER: **Veruca Salt**

BONUS. How about some children’s lit questions? Name these Newberry Award winners for ten points each.

a. Russell Friedman won in 1988 for a “Photo-biography” of this American President.

ANSWER: Abraham **Lincoln**

b. This popular children’s author won in 1984 for “Dear Mr. Henshaw.”

ANSWER: Beverly **Cleary**

8. When Big Sep asks Tommy Spinelli for a hit, he wants proof. Too bad the proof was placed in some luggage that got switched at the airport. For ten points, this is the start of the story of what awful 1997 movie featuring Dyan Cannon, David Spade, and Joe Pesci, in which “heads will roll” has a different meaning?

ANSWER: **Eight Heads in a Duffel Bag**

BONUS. This is the eighth RTB set, so name these other movies that contain the number “eight” in their titles for ten points each.

a. In this 1997 Slamdance film entrant in general release this year, Peter sleeps in front of Erica’s front yard for the entire summer until she goes out with him. Classic moments include a discussion of who was the best actor portraying James Bond.

ANSWER: **Eight Days a Week**

b. Samuel L. Jackson in this 1997 movie has a memorable quote of his own, “The only thing you respect is stupidity.”

ANSWER: **187 (One Eight Seven)**

9. In his latest and 32nd album “Beach House on the Moon” is the odd song “Math Suks.” For ten points, name this longtime entertainer whose fans are known as “Parrotheads.”

ANSWER: Jimmy **Buffett**

BONUS. State the next lines of these Jimmy Buffett songs for ten points each.

a. The refrain: “Wastin’ away again in Margueritaville...”
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10. Splattered against a wall by the Chinese dodgeball team. Crushed by Mir. Squashed in a mosh pit. Eaten by Ozzy Osbourne. Turned into a duckbilled platypus and shot by Uncle Jimbo. For ten points, name this animated character that suffers his death in all these ways on South Park.
ANSWER: **Kenny** McCormick

**BONUS. (ETC)** On the website “Phantomcast-dot-com” exists an animated spoof of the Star Wars Episode One: The Phantom Menace teaser trailer called “Park Wars Episode One: The Little Menace.” Identify the appropriate counterparts for ten points each.

a. Kenny is appropriately cast as this Phantom Menace character and dies by electrocution by the lightning bolts from Anakin’s pod racer.
   ANSWER: **Jar Jar Binks**

b. She plays Queen Amidala in the Park Wars spoof.
   ANSWER: **Wendy** Testaburger

At this time, ask teams for substitutions. Once any substitutions have been made, distribute the list of categories for the Category Quiz, as you read them aloud:

- **American History: The World’s Fair of 1939**
- **American Literature: Translated from the Japanese**
- **Fine Arts: In Tribute**
- **General Knowledge & Trivia: Something in Common**
- **Geography: Famous Towns**
- **Mathematics:**
- **Physical Sciences: Famous Scientists**
- **Religion, Mythology, & Philosophy: It’s Not the Flying Nun**
- **Social Sciences: Anti-Social Scientists**
- **World History: The Spirit of the Games**
1. One recent poll had her starring in four of the nation's ten hottest computer games: one as a detective, another in a riding club, a third as a photo designer, and a fourth as a nail designer. FOR TEN POINTS, identify this blond bombshell made by Mattel.

ANSWER: **Barbie**

2. This Bloomington, Indiana, native hit the nadir of his career with his album *Your Filthy Little Mouth* after much success with *Crazy from the Heat* and *Eat 'Em and Smile*. For ten points, name this musician best known for his split from Van Halen in 1985.

ANSWER: **David Lee Roth**

3. Mentioned several times during news coverage of Phil Hartman's murder, this city is also associated with a 1992 movie starring Patrick Van Horn, Pauly Shore, and Brendan Fraser. For ten points, name this Los Angeles suburb in which “Link” learns the basics of 20th century life.

ANSWER: **Encino** (Man)

4. It hosted its opening game the same day the Titanic sank in 1912, and advertisements used to cover the outfield walls until 1947. For ten points, name this ballpark that hosts the All-Star Game in 1999.

ANSWER: **Fenway Park**

5. Cheeseburger Macaroni, Rice Oriental, Southwestern Beef Taco, and Pizza Pasta. FOR TEN POINTS, name the Betty Crocker product that comes in all of these flavors and makes a casserole by adding one pound of ground beef.

ANSWER: **Hamburger Helper**

6. A Halloween “Boo Bowl,” the arms of “Mr. Moonie,” Eveready flashlight heads, a “Money Lover’s Barrel Bank,” and a gumball machine. If put together, these parts might take on Demon Digs, hit on a blender, become Commander Cody, or have a magnetic tapeworm. That’s because one can use these parts, for ten points, to make what MST3K robot?

ANSWER: **Tom Servo**

7. This show's episode “The Way” was pulled from international broadcast after protests by many Hindus upset with the characterization of Lord Krishna and Hanuman, even though advisors were heavily consulted during its production. For ten points, name this Renaissance Pictures TV series featuring sidekick Gabrielle.

ANSWER: **Xena: Warrior Princess**

8. Among his movie credits are Leondegrance in *Excalibur*, the “voice of adventure” in *The Pagemaker*, and Dr.
Jonas in *Conspiracy Theory*. For ten points, name this actor who was also King Richard in *Robin Hood: Men in Tights*, popularly known for his role in the *Star Trek: The Next Generation* TV series and movies as Captain Picard.

**Answer:** Patrick Stewart
American History: The World’s Fair of 1939
This pavilion sponsored by General Motors seated 600 people showed a world of transportation in 1960, dominated mostly by cars. **For 15 points**—name this exhibit which shares its name with a Matt Groening animated series.
ANSWER: **Futurama**

American Literature: Translated from the Japanese
Publishers Weekly asked, “Does everyone have to talk about it?” regarding this “unsuitable picture book” translated from the Japanese. **For fifteen points**—name this Kane/Miller offering by Taro Gomi which goes well with Shinta Cho’s *The Gas We Pass*.
ANSWER: **Everyone Poops** (not “Everybody...”)

Fine Arts: In Tribute
Last April 12-13, Maurice Bejart choreographed a ballet in Moscow in memory of his friend. **For 15 points**—name the honoree who was gunned down by a serial killer in July 1997 who designed many costumes for Bejart’s ballet troupe.
ANSWER: Gianni **Versace**

General Knowledge & Trivia: Something in Common
Captain Kirk, Mr. Spock, the Three Stooges, Ann Landers and her sister Dear Abby, Kirk Douglas, James Caan, Rod Carew, but definitely not O. J. Simpson. **For fifteen points**—they share what quality, celebrated in a holiday song by Adam Sandler?
ANSWER: They are **Jewish** people (accept reasonable equivalents, from “The Chanukah Song”)

Geography: Famous Towns
Its seal contains the town motto, “summus quod summus,” or “we are what we are.” Chances are, it’s been a quiet week in this fictional town where all the women are strong, the men are good looking, and the children are all above average. **For fifteen points**—name this creation of humorist Garrison Keillor.
ANSWER: **Lake Wobegon**, Minnesota

Mathematics:
Pencil and paper may be needed for this “All play” bonus! Give us as many digits of pi that you have collectively memorized, and if you have more correct digits than the opposing team, you’ll get 15 points! You have 10 seconds to begin, and a miss stops you!
Physical Sciences: Famous Scientists
Eric Corley is publisher of a magazine that takes its name from the hertz tone used to control the switching system of AT&T. For, name this number coming from one of the first hacks practiced by phone phreaks, also attached to one of the game systems made by Atari.
ANSWER: 2600

Religion, Mythology, & Philosophy: It’s Not the Flying Nun
Oddsmakers have placed 30,000-to-one odds on this recently ordained priest in the Latin Tridentine Church -- a splinter faction of the Roman Catholic Church -- to become the pontiff. For fifteen points, name this pop star now known as Mother Bernadette Mary, who apologized for tearing up a picture of the Pope on “Saturday Night Live.”
ANSWER: Sinead O’Connor (early prompt on Mother Bernadette Mary)

Social Sciences: Anti-Social Scientists
In one episode, he finds himself in competition with Astro Nomenoff, aka Mandark, who despite having a larger working space and higher IQ has a crush on the title character’s sister. For fifteen points – name this 24-inch tall attendee of Huber Elementary School whose shows have been canned by the Cartoon Network.
ANSWER: Dexter (from “Dexter’s Laboratory”)

World History: The Spirit of the Games
In 1992 he said, “Somebody hits me, I’m going to him him back. Even if it does look like he hasn’t eaten in a while,” after elbowing an Angolan player at the Olympics. For fifteen points- name this alumni of Auburn, former Philadelphia 76er and current Houston Rocket (barring retirement announcements).
ANSWER: Charles Barkley
1. He spent nearly seven decades singing, beginning as a four-year-old on the radio. The idol of Judge Harry Stone from “Night Court,” – FOR TEN POINTS – name this crooner known as “The Velvet Fog” who was featured on a few Mountain Dew commercials who died June 5.
ANSWER: Mel Torme

BONUS. Identify these minor X-Files characters for ten points each.
a. This Lone Gunman, born the day after JFK’s assassination, is the most professional-looking of the trio.
   ANSWER: John Fitzgerald Byers
b. She slapped Mulder when he asked if she had an affair with Cancer Man.
   ANSWER: Teena Mulder
c. This Special Representative to the Secretary General replaced Mr. X as Mulder’s informant, but she also had the hots for Krychek. Eww...
   ANSWER: Marita Covarrubias (prompt on “Uniblonde”)

2. The Russians kidnap the star athlete on the football team. That’s the only thing remotely interesting about eh plot of this sequel as a boy tries to sabotage a budding romance between his widowed mother and the new vet. FOR TEN POINTS– name this Disney movie featuring Nora Dunn as Natalya, Kevin Zegers as Josh Famm, and a dog who learns how to catch footballs.
ANSWER: Air Bud: Golden Receiver (do not accept “Air Bud”)

BONUS. Identify the colleges which these celebrities will be attending for fifteen points each.
a. Michelle Kwan begins her freshman year at this school this fall.
   ANSWER: UCLA (University of California at Los Angeles)
b. Shannon Miller stayed in-state in going to this university.
   ANSWER: University of Oklahoma

3. A member of the national board for the Girl Scouts and a national spokeswoman for the American Lung Association, she dubbed her TV show from the early 1990’s as the “anti-couch potato” show as it encouraged sluggish youngsters to get up and interact. She debuted another show in January 1998 on PBS called “The Charlie Horse Music Pizza.” FOR TEN POINTS– name this versatile entertainer who died August 1998 who introduced us to the puppet Lamb Chop.
ANSWER: Shari Lewis
BONUS. The first thing we do... is kill all the screamin’ pre-teenagers!!! Name the somewhat pop music groups that appeal to the “sub-adult” pre-20’s population.

a. Last year, they made an appearance on the NBC Saturday morning show “City Guys” performing “I Do (Cherish You)”
ANSWER: **98 Degrees**

ANSWER: **Boyzone**

c. Jason Brown, Scott Robinson, Abs Brown, Ritchie Neville, and Sean Conlon comprise this popular group among the British teenage populace.
ANSWER: **5ive (Five)**

4. Moving his way rapidly through the Kansas City Royals’ minor league system, this pitcher made it to the big leagues in 1989, finishing second in Rookie of the Year balloting. He’d been a starter for much of his time in Kansas City, until the Red Sox signed him as a free agent in 1995 and sent him to the bullpen in 1997; there he really blossomed, setting a major league record by converting 43 straight saves by the end of 1998. **FOR TEN POINTS**– identify this Boston Red Sox reliever, who is idolized by the heroine in the latest Stephen King novel.
ANSWER: Tom **Gordon**
(RN: The novel is called *The Girl Who Loved Tom Gordon*.)

BONUS. Answer these questions on Jean Vander Pyl.

a. She is best known for lending her voice to Mrs. Slate, Pebbles, and Wilma on this animated show.
ANSWER: **“The Flintstones”**

b. She also lent her voice to seven characters on this show including Mrs. Spacely and Rosie the Robot.
ANSWER: **“The Jetsons”**

c. On the radio precursor to this TV show, she played the mother Margaret Anderson, played on TV by Jane Wyatt opposite Robert Young.
ANSWER: **“Father Knows Best”**

5. Patrick Viera, Alain Boghossian, Marcel Desailly /day SIGH ee/, Youri Djorkaeff /yor kee e/’, Lilian Thuram /too ram/’, Stephane Guivarch /goo-varch/’, Laurent Blanc, and Zinedine Zidane – **FOR TEN POINTS** – played for which country which last year won as well as hosted the World Cup.
ANSWER: **France** (accept on early buzz “won the World Cup”)

BONUS. Answer these questions about the WB show “Felicity” for ten points each.

a. Played by Scott Foley, he’s Felicity’s RA and love interest.
ANSWER: **Noel** Crane

b. Noel got Felicity a fridge for her dorm room instead of this friend of hers.
   ANSWER: Elena

c. This is the euphemistic name to the recurring character who washed his red jacket with his whites.
   ANSWER: The Pink Guy

6. Inspired by a song by Little Feat, their first album released in 1990 is entitled Thank Heaven for Dale Evans.
   FOR TEN POINTS-- name this all-women singing group - Martie Siedel, Emily Erwin, and Natalie Maines - who received much publicity and acclaim for their latest release Wide Open Spaces.
   ANSWER: The Dixie Chicks [Little Feat's song: “Dixie Chicken”]

BONUS. Shakespeare is so popular that you can corrupt the Bard’s work to relate to today’s audience as these movies show. Name the original Shakespearean play from which these movies were based for ten points each.

a. The original play certainly doesn’t include a “Can’t Take My Eyes Off You” scene at a soccer practice as shown in the 1999 movie 10 Things I Hate About You.
   ANSWER: Taming of the Shrew

b. The 1991 movie My Own Private Idaho was a “gay” version of this Bard work.
   ANSWER: Henry IV, Part I

c. Take this Shakespearean masterpiece, place the scenes in the “Elsinore Brewery” instead, and you’d probably get the classic 1983 movie Strange Brew... perhaps.
   ANSWER: Hamlet

7. The first and last names sound the same: one was born in South Carolina, attended St. John’s University, was drafted by the Phoenix Suns in 1990, and currently plays for the New Jersey Nets, becoming an All-Star in 1997-98 as the second-best rebounder in the league. The other, also a basketball player, transferred from Marshall to Florida and left early for the NBA Draft.
   FOR TEN POINTS- what first and last name do both of these basketball players have in common, the latter a rookie with the horrible name of “White Chocolate”?
   ANSWER: Jayson/Jason Williams.

BONUS. Answer these questions on last season’s TV turkeys, 10 points each.

a. This “ERin space” died after just a few episodes on UPN.
   ANSWER: Mercy Point

b. This star of Cupid stole a lot of hearts, except with the executives at ABC who canceled his show.
   ANSWER: Jeremy Piven

c. Baywatch first appeared on NBC. So did this lame clone, starring Bo Derek, which was quickly axed.
   ANSWER: Wind on Water [H N: It was directed by Zalman King. — Ed]
8. The patriarch is Daniel who marries Anna Whitfield; they begat Alan and Serena. Alan married Shelby and begat Daniel and Julia. Serena married Justin who begat Robert, Duncan, Gwendolyn, and Amelia.  
FOR TEN POINTS– name this family at the center of various books by Nora Roberts.  
ANSWER: MacGregor family

BONUS. Given a fantasy series, give the first novel.  
a. The Wheel of Time series by Robert Jordan  
ANSWER: The Eyes of the World  
b. The Xanth series by Piers Anthony  
ANSWER: A Spell for Chameleon  
c. The Last Herald Mage Trilogy by Mercedes Lackey  
ANSWER: Magic’s Pawn

9. It has six parameters: name, value, expiration date, path, domain, and secure, with a 4 kilobyte limit for the text-only string.  
FOR TEN POINTS– name this HTTP header which stores browser information which is neither sugar nor chocolate chip.  
ANSWER: Cookie

BONUS. Answer these questions on the really stupid people who were nominated for 1999 Darwin Awards (according to the “reliable” internet) for ten points each.  
a. A man from Alabama died and his friend hospitalized after having been bitten by this animal with which the two were playing “catch.”  
ANSWER: Rattlesnake (prompt on “snake”)  
b. A man in Korea was killed after he was talking on his cellular phone. He broke his neck colliding into one of these.  
ANSWER: A tree  
c. While fishing on Caddo Lake in Texas, three people were caught in a lightning storm. Guess the occupation of the nominee, who stood up in the back of the aluminum boat, spread his arms wide, and shouted, “Here I am, Lord. Let me have it!”... who obviously got it.  
ANSWER: Lawyer

10. According to Dave Barry, and verified by independent “scientific” studies published on the internet, overheating this food item can result in flames up to 18 inches high, with radiant-convective microenvironment temperature controllers from the 1960's producing much darker smoke than those from the 1980's.  
FOR TEN POINTS– name this toaster pastry made by Kellogg’s.  
ANSWER: Strawberry Pop Tarts [Award 15 points if “strawberry” was included with the answer if not prompted.]
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BONUS. Finally another chain bonus. Football players and movies seem to naturally go together. Connect the names of these football players to the movies being described for ten points each:

a. A defensive tackle from Notre Dame who anchors the 49ers defensive line meets a movie about a scientist starring Yahoo Serious which, as most Yahoo Serious movies, bombed at the box office. Answer: Bryant Young Einstein

b. A wide receiver who played for the Giants and now the Broncos meets a crappy sequel starring Michael Madssen about some stupid whale and an oil slick. Answer: Ed McCaffrey Willy 2

c. A safety who has played for the Cardinals and Buccaneers among others meets a flick starring Tommy Davidson and Jamie Foxx who make several late-night expeditions in search of condoms. Answer: John Booty Call

AUDIO BONUS. (Ed Schuessel) In response to the trademark “evil Samer audio bonus,” identify both the songs and the performers of these audio clips for ten points each.

a. “Groove Me” by King Floyd
b. “Changes” by Tupac Shakur
c. “Manamana” by the Muppets
NSC99, All-Scholars Game
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